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Transitional Justice

• Transitional Justice is a set of policies employed in the aftermath

of war or regime change (democratization)
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Mechanisms of TJ

• Criminal trials

→ vs. Amnesties: we might not see it as a ‘TJ mechanism’, but state

leaders usually do

• Reparations

• Lustration

• Truth

• Memory & symbols

• Others:

→ Institutional reform, gender-specific TJ, ...
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Nüremberg Trials

• First international war crimes tribunal in history

• New ideas: crimes against humanity, crimes against peace

→ Different from old jus in bello

• Importance of the Holocaust

• Context: interstate war, military defeat
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Tokyo Trials

Hideki Tojo, 1948
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Tokyo Trials

• Same as Nüremberg?

• The case of Kōki Hirota

(only civilian sentenced to death)

- ‘What the Tokyo Trial Reveals About

Empire, Memory, and Judgment’

Hideki Tojo, 1948
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https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2023/10/23/judgment-at-tokyo-world-war-ii-on-trial-and-the-making-of-modern-asia-gary-j-bass-book-review
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2023/10/23/judgment-at-tokyo-world-war-ii-on-trial-and-the-making-of-modern-asia-gary-j-bass-book-review




ICTY

Ante Gotovina trial
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• Trial of the Juntas

• Early example of

domestic human rights

prosecution

→ Not the first though

(Greek junta trials,

Portugal (limited)

trials)

• A third option are

foreign trials
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Lustrations

Suspected PIDE member in Lisbon, April 25th, 1974
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Argentina (1984)
Guatemala (1998)
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Legal Other
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(Olsen et al. 2010 data)

Number of countries using each TJ mechanism



• What do you think are the goals of TJ?
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Questions

• The causes of TJ policies

→ emergence of human rights norms: how and why?

→ determinants of domestic policies: what explains that some countries

apply them?

→ role of international factors in explaining TJ difussion?

• The consequences

→ what are the consequences at the elite-level?

→ do they have an effect beyond one particular country?

→ effects at the micro-level? (reconciliation, etc)
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TJ and human rights

• Why do we observe Transitional Justice policies?

→ especially, why do we observe domestic prosecutions?

• This is a debate related to the emergence of human rights
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How did human rights develop?

• We live in a world where human rights are the norm

• But it was not always like that

→ School of Salamanca and natural law

→ Enlightment and Reformation

→ Post-WWII

• How and why did we get here?

→ What is the process that explains the expansion of human rights

norms and institutions to enforce them, both at the domestic and

international level?

→ Why this is important: can we actually promote human rights?
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Power leads, rights follow

• Human rights are all about

liberal modernity

• Only when middle classes emerge

and become strong, forming winning

coalitions

→ Historical role of the emergence of a

trading class in Northern Europe and

Protestant Reformation

→ Setbacks during the 20th Century

• Liberal and realist theories of HR?

Jack Snyder (2022)
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Snyder (2022) theses

1. HR are beneficial for modern economic production and governance

→ vs. tradition based on favoritism and patronage

2. HR prevail when the ruling coalition benefits from them

→ if there is a winning coalition against them, HR no longer in place

3. The process depends on the creation of impartial institutions

→ it doesn’t work if HR are just norms that go unheeded

4. Promotion as part of an ideology and culture

→ vs. persuasion → institutionalization

5. This is all a gradual process

→ there are no short-cuts
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Snyder (2022)

• Ideas about this argument?

• According to it, how can we promote human rights internationally?

And what are the odds that we’ll be successful?

• What does this mean for TJ policies?
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International norms and political change (Finnemore & Sikkink 1998)

• Importance of norms and the way they change

→ Norms are not the opposite of strategic rationality

• Examples of international norms:

→ women’s suffrage, laws of war, etc

• How do wars emerge and evolve? Three phases

1. Norm emergence (role of norm entrepreneurs)

2. Norm cascade (imitation dynamics)

3. Internalization
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The Justice Cascade

Kathryn Sikkink (2011)
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The Justice Cascade

• Development of HR accountability

norm at the international level

→ individuals should be accountable to

their actions in legal criminal courts

• Individual criminal accountability

→ Amnesty

→ State accountability

• Spread of domestic, foreign, and

international courts - and the legal

backbone

• Role of individual actors : activists,

lawyers, NGOs, etc

Kathryn Sikkink (2011)
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Questions

• The causes of TJ policies

→ emergence of human rights norms: how and why?

→ determinants of domestic policies: what explains that some countries

apply them?

→ role of international factors in explaining TJ difussion?

• The consequences

→ what are the consequences at the elite-level?

→ do they have an effect beyond one particular country?

→ effects at the micro-level? (reconciliation, etc)
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